Vatican Museums Walking Tour including Sistine Chapel,
Raphael's Rooms and St Peter's
FROM USD 95.00 PER PERSON

Visit the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter’s Basilica on this must-do Vatican walking tour,
in a group of no more than 20 people! With some 12,000 rooms spanning nearly 4,000 years of history,
the Vatican’s magnificent museum complex can be overwhelming, so let an expert guide introduce you to
its defining highlights on this 3-hour tour. Visit Raphael’s Rooms, Gallery of the Maps and more, and
then step inside the Sistine Chapel to see Michelangelo’s fresco ‘The Creation of Adam.’ Finish with a St
Peter’s Basilica tour and hear the secrets of the holiest place in Christendom. Choose from four different
start times or upgrade to a small-group tour (12 people maximum). Skip the long lines for St. Peter’s
Basilica with special access directly from the Sistine Chapel.
Due to a new Vatican partnership, this tour provides VIP access through a reserved door, allowing you to
skip all the lines – even the priority lines.

Highlights
 Skip-the-line Vatican tour including the
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St
Peter’s Basilica
 This tour includes exclusive access through
a reserved entranceway and we guarantee
you will not wait in any long lines

 Pass through captivating sites like
Raphael’s Rooms, Gallery of the Maps and
Bramante’s Pinecone Courtyard
 Visit the Sistine Chapel to see
Michelangelo’s The Creation of Adam ceiling
fresco – considered one of the greatest
masterpieces of Western art
 Explore St Peter’s Basilica on a fully
guided Vatican walking tour and see the famous
La Pieta sculpture
 Choose from four different times, or
upgrade to a small-group tour (maximum 12)

Inclusions
 Entrance fee
 Professional guide
 Skip-the-line entry
 Headsets to hear the guide clearly

Exclusions
 Gratuities (optional)
 Hotel pickup and drop-off
 Food and drinks

For Reservation:

888 S. Greenville Ave. Suite 130
Richardson, TX 75081
Phone : 972-889-8747
Fax : 972-889-0577
E-mail: ustraveldfw@gmail.com

